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Don’t look back 
in anger... and 
enjoy your life 
without anxiety
A

s the rain subsided 
he gently held my 
hand. After a week 
of storms, it was  
finally time for the 
sun to shine. That 

was our cue to take to a 
much-needed walk. 

The streets had been ravaged by 
the relentless tempest, but now it 
was cold and the frost was glistening 
on the grass. People were slowly  
returning to work, yet the roads were 
still subdued. 

The low winter sun was a magnet 
for joggers, walkers and cyclists.

My seven-year-old loves to talk. In 
fact, he often exclaims after a long 
discourse on this or that: ‘Oh, I really 
dislike myself for being such a chat-
terbox!’ However, it is his incessant 
chat that we find so endearing and 
which never flows more freely than 
when out walking with his parents.

He held my hand as we headed 
towards the sun. As if preparing for a 
valedictory speech, he joyfully 
announced: ‘I always look forward 
and never look back!’ It is true: he 
never dwells on the past and is  
forever optimistic about the future. 

Looking forward, I saw the ships on 
Dublin Bay. He, however, had loftier 
things on his mind. ‘All the children 
are dreading going back to school. I 
know the morning we return will be a 
nightmare, but then we will be back 
with our friends having great fun. 
They should remember that.’

I have come to realise that a sunny 
disposition, one that never fails to see 
the glass half full, is something  
people are born with. Most of us are 
natural worriers, forever fearing the 
next moment in case it heralds  
disaster. That it rarely does so  
somehow never lessens our anxiety.

Our son is blessed because he never 
worries. He breezes through life with 
a smile. For him, looking back is a 
waste of precious time.

‘Now, let us talk about safety,’ he 
said with authority. ‘You see that man 
on the bike, he is wearing a helmet 
and that will keep him safe. These 
roads are far too narrow for bikes, 
which is why people must always be 
protected.’

I didn’t know if I was supposed to 
listen or to comment. However, even 
if I were disposed to comment, I 
found it difficult to get a word in 
edgeways. And so I just savoured 
looking at the world through the eyes 
of this little child, one whose philoso-
phy is far more profound than mine.

‘safety is important in every aspect 
of life, you know. If, say, a burglar is 
thinking about how to get into our 
house, he will look at my window and 
see a little box. That will tell him that 
there is a very good alarm and that it 
will go off if he breaks the glass.’

All I could say was: ‘That’s right! 

You know a lot about safety.’ I was 
about to add something reassuring 
about the alarm, when I was  
interrupted with this observation: 
‘Driving is all about safety. Wearing 
your safety belt and driving under the 
speed limit is very important.’

We had already walked nearly two 
miles and my son had barely paused 
for breath. The sun was now behind 
us driving away the chill. A bus 
approached which was very obviously 
exceeding the speed limit. 

‘Look at this bus, for example. It is 
going far too fast and because of that, 
no-one is safe.’ The bus flew by like a 
gale-force wind, something which 
elicited this response: ‘Can you 
believe it? Would he go to court if he 
were caught?’

I explained the legal consequences 
of breaking the rules of the road. ‘But 
what would happen if the person 
couldn’t afford the fine?’ The grim 
reality of my response was met as  
follows: ‘I hope the judge is kind to 
those people who cannot pay.’

Those who look forward are often 
consumed by compassion. In refusing 
to become prisoners of the past, they 
are very quick to let things go. They 
forgive and forget, cancelling debts 
and lifting burdens that others  
simply cannot bear.

some say that is the distinction 
between the law and justice, or that 
between retribution and mercy. They 
say that without justice or mercy, the 
law becomes a monster. 

As we approached home, a little boy 
had taught me that ‘the quality of 
mercy is not strained’ for it is ‘an 
attribute to God himself’.

H
 
 
e held my hand and led 
me forward into the New 
Year, into the sun and 
towards the splendour of 
a life without anxiety. He 

showed me that to look forward does 
not mean to never look back. It means 
we should never look back in anger.

It was already dusk when we arrived 
back after our long walk. The storms 
had abated, the sun was smiling and 
the winter songbirds serenaded us as 
we strolled. Father and son walked 
hand-in-hand on a journey into the 
depths of life, into ‘the heart of the 
real’.

That is the secret of looking  
forward: you take one step and then 
another, until you finally realise that 
looking back is such a waste because 
you can no longer see the point from 
which you started. 

The only thing you can see with 
clarity is your destination, and that 
always demands looking ahead. 

He held my hand until we reached 
the door. ‘That was great,’ he said. 

‘What  shal l  we ta lk  about  
tomorrow?’

RTé’s Ruth to wed son of 
late Fr Ted star Dermot
RTé DJ Ruth Scott has announced 
her engagement to her partner 
of three years Rob Morgan, the 
son of the late Father Ted star 
Dermot Morgan.

However, while the loved-up 
pair met as a result of their pas-
sion for Father Ted, they will be 
avoiding the curse of a Craggy 
Island-themed wedding.

The popular 2fm host met Mor-
gan, a management accountant 
at The Merrion Hotel, in 2013 at a 
Father Ted quiz night in Dublin. 
The couple got engaged on New 
Year’s Eve while in Wexford with 
friends ringing in 2016. Ruth said 
they have yet to set a date but 
hope to tie the knot next year in 
Ireland. 

And despite a mutual admira-
tion for the famous sitcom, which 
followed the lives of priests Ted 
Crilly, Jack Hackett and Dougal 
McGuire and their housekeeper 
Mrs Doyle, Roscommon-born 

Ruth told the Irish Daily Mail 
they’ll be avoiding a Father Ted-
themed wedding. 

‘I’ve gone to Ted Fest, the Father 
Ted festival, before and it’s mad. 
There is a joke wedding every 
year at that, but we’ve heard 
many of the couples break up 
afterward so we said we’ll be 
avoiding that curse. 

‘There’ll be no King of the Sheep 
or Ted Fest wedding.

‘My dad passed away years ago 
when I was young and Rob’s dad 
is deceased too, so it’d would be 
nice to have pictures of them on 
the day or something, but we 
haven’t planned anything yet.’

She also insisted she will not be 
a traditional bride in an ivory 
gown. ‘White and cream are not 
my colours to be honest,’ she 
said.

By Laura Butler 
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